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Executive Summary

Deliverable 3.3 is intended to serve as a scientific summary of the research activities
conducted within the second half of Task 3.1 and its relation to Tasks 3.2 and
3.3. More concretely, the deliverable describes multiple concepts pertaining to
the development of the analytical and monitoring system capable of collecting
and mining the system and application performance data in exascale environments.
Therefore, after the requirement analysis and the research of the initial version of the
algorithm and tool for monitoring agents and aggregators assignment, next activities
conducted within Task 3.1 included exploration of methods for data collection for
the monitoring system in relation to the use-cases. Consequently, after collecting the
data, pre-porcessing algorithms were explored for reduction of the dimensionality
of the data. Thereafter, machine learning and data mining techniques were explored
to extract reliable and meaningful information from the monitoring data, which has
been purposely tuned for auto tuning of data-intensive applications, thus offering
fine-granular performance information with low-overhead at the exascale level. The
approaches described in this deliverable and developed within Task 3.1, will later
be integrated within the exascale monitoring system as defined in Task 3.2. The
placement of the deliverable is outlined in Figure 1:

Figure 1: Deliverable dependencies of D3.3.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Deliverable 3.3 provides detailed information related to activities conducted during
the second period of Task 3.1 and the initial prerequisites for supporting the event
detection tool foreseen in Task 3.3. After defining an initial model for assigning of
the monitoring agents and identification of most suitable aggregation points, the
subsequent activities were focus towards exploring approaches for: (i) efficient mon-
itoring data gathering at the aggregation points, (ii) monitoring data pre-processing,
including data filtering and dimensionality reduction, and (iii) monitoring data
analysis and mining for events detection. The aforementioned approaches, have
been developed and provided as independent modules, which utilize lightweight
API. It is therefore planned, the developed modules to be integrated within the
exascale monitoring architecture, as one of the main activities within T3.2.

The remainder of the deliverable is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides
a survey of the relevant related work in terms of monitoring data gathering and
data analysis. Section 3 describes the updated ASPIDE monitoring platform, and
it is followed in Section 4 by the description of the final model and the tool for
monitoring agents assignment. Section 5 describes the implemented data pre-
processing approaches and the initial version of the tool for predictive analysis and
event detection, followed by initial evaluation in 6. Lastly, Section 7 concludes the
presented work.
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Chapter 2

Related work

2.1 Monitoring and Data Gathering Approaches

This chapter provides a detailed review on the current approaches, tools and frame-
works for monitoring data gathering in large-scale parallel and distributed systems
for general purpose and data-intensive processing.

A cross-layer monitoring scheme is crucial for big data platforms on the large-
scale cloud systems due to the distribution of application components on multiple
virtual machines across cloud layers. Currently, most data intensive applications run
on Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) or Infrastructure-
as a-Service (IaaS). The work in [1] analyses the problem for public clouds and
proposes an architecture for a monitoring platform. In a IaaS deployment, one
typically monitors system metrics like CPU usage, together with its state, memory,
storage and network utilization. In contrast, PaaS and SaaS-level metrics focus on
more abstract or complex metrics such as byte throughput, status of system services,
uptime, and availability. A good example is a Hadoop YARN deployment that uses
several monitoring metrics such as MapReduce processing time, job turnaround, or
shuffle operation.

Optimizing data-intensive applications requires a comprehensive overview of
historical metrics, as parameter tuning is difficult in the case of missing ones.
For example, it is difficult or impossible to tune an application that runs on a
big data platform by having access to system metrics only. In case of job and
reducer task scheduling [2], monitoring data is crucial too. The authors in [3]
described a dynamic architecture for monitoring large-scale distributed systems
that uses the MonaLISA service to gather information for automatically improving
task scheduling. Anther work in [4] presented a distributed resource monitoring
architecture to identify the optimal set of machines to execute an application, and an
implementation of prediction methods to evaluate the overall performance of a node.
The authors in [5] proposed a method for co-scheduling CPU and memory-intensive
applications onto the same node by using monitoring information to improve the
overall throughput and the energy efficiency. Lastly, [6] describes a minimalist
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monitoring approach.

There are several monitoring solutions currently in use or in development. For
centralized monitoring, all resource states and metrics are sent to a centralized
monitoring server that continuously pulls them from each monitored component.
This allows a more controlled management and data access, while potentially
sacrificing availability and elasticity by introducing a single point of failure, and
eliminating the possibility of horizontal scaling. Decentralized architectures address
most problems related to scaling and elasticity of centralized architectures with
no single point of failure. The central authority is neutralized in structured peer-
to-peer (P2P) systems, thus eradicating the central point of failure. Unstructured
P2P network overlays are distributed in nature where the search directory is not
centralized, while in hybrid P2P systems super-peers serve as localized search hubs
for small network portions [7].

Contemporary HPC systems offer extreme levels of theoretically estimated
peak hardware performance1. However, utilizing these systems in an efficient man-
ner remains in practice a major challenge [8]. Scientific software developers and
mathematicians usually have to invest huge efforts in finding suitable mathematical
models for their problem and efficient implementations tuned for the target comput-
ing architectures. Moreover, it is not enough to write correct and efficient code for
the target platform in a static manner, but is also important to provide fine-grained
monitoring and adapt the application, while satisfying dynamic constraints. In a real
computing environment, much of the complexity of the application I/O interfaces is
hidden behind advanced abstraction layers of programming frameworks and data
management systems, whose performance behavior is hard to predict, especially in
a shared data-intensive environment.

Over the last decades, alongside with the development of new heterogeneous
software-defined computing systems, a large number of model-specific performance
measurement and analysis tools2 emerged [9, 10]. These tools comprise low-level
instrumentation, performance measurement and analysis based on hardware coun-
ters, time measurements, call graphs, operating systems tracing and sampling tools,
and programming model-specific performance tools covering, for instance, multi-
threaded, OpenMP, and MPI programs.

Finally, collecting detailed information to find performance bottlenecks intro-
duces I/O contention and collection overheads [9]. Especially the transition [11]
to pre-exascale systems with a high degree of parallelism, in conjunction with
the “sharp” measure frames, leads to a significant escalation of this problem. One
tool for scalable HPC I/O characterization is Darshan [12], designed to accurately
capture important properties such as I/O access patterns with minimum overhead.

1TOP500. https://www.top500.org/list/2018/11/
2VI-HPS. https://www.vi-hps.org/tools/tools.html
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2.2 Monitoring Data Analysis with Machine Learning Ap-
proaches

This section provides a survey on the machine learning approaches for predictive
analysis, which we have explored for gaining insides from the monitoring data
gathered by the system.

2.2.1 Machine Learning Algorithms with Structured Data

Unsupervised

DBSCAN or Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise [13]
is designed to find neighbors by density on a n dimensional sphere with radius
ε. A cluster is defined as the maximum set of density connected points in the
feature space. It defines several classes of points. Core points are those points
who’s neighborhood (defined by the radius ε) contains at least the same number
or more points than the parameter MinPts. A border point lies in a cluster an
its neighborhood does not contain more points than MinPts but is still density
reachable by other points in the cluster. An outlier is identified as a datapoint which
is not in a cluster and is not density reachable or density connected to any other
point. In this case reachability is a non-symmetric relationship because no point
may be reachable from a non-core point, regardless of distance. The notion of
connectedness is needed to formally define the extent of the clusters. Two points
p and q are density connected if there exists a point o which is density reachable
from both. In this case density-connectedness is symmetric. We can say that a
cluster for DBSCAN satidfies two properties; all points in a cluster are mutually
density-connected and a point is it is density-reachable from any point of a cluster
it also belongs to that cluster. When applying DBSCAN the data has to be scaled
since the radius ε togheter with MinPts will define the neighborhoods. The spatial
metric to be used is dependant on the type of the problem. Euclidian distance is
usually useful in the case of 2-3 dimensional data while the manhatan distance is
useful in dealing with higher dimensional data. DBSCAN requires tuning of the
radius parameter as a small value it will result in many meaningless cluster. Because
of it’s O(nlogn) complexity, DBSCAN is typically used for medium sized datasets.
The main drawbacks of this method are linked to the fact that it is an unsupervised
method thus it will need frequent re-calibration, essentially for each new data batch.
New datapoint prediction although possible once this calibration occurs it is usually
not recomended.

IsolationForest is a realatively novel method based on binary trees [14]. To
build a tree the algorithm randomly selects a feature and a value ranging between
the minimum and maximum from the feature space. This is done for the entirety
of the dataset. The final prediction model is the result of an ensemble made by
averaging all the trees in the "forest". For prediction it checks against the splitting
value in a "node". Each node will have two children on which another random
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comparison is made. The number of "splittings" made is named the path length.
Thus, outliers will have shorther path lengths than the rest of the observations.

For each data point an outlier score is computed as follows:

s(x, n) = 2
−E(h(x)

c(n)

Where h(x) is the path length of the sample x, and c(n) is the unsuccessful
length search of a binary tree, n is the number of external nodes. Each observation is
given a score ranging from 0 to 1, with 1 signaling the outliers. This is also adjustable
by a threshold and in some implementations -1 signals outliers. IsolationForest has
few parameters that need to be optimized, however an incorrectly optimised model
can take a long time to create.

Supervised

In the case of supervised ML algorithms we can use classification algorithms. Some
of these support unbalanced dataset better then others. In the following paragraphs
we present a short listing of the most used methods for event and anomaly detection.

Bayesian Network Based methods are usually used in a multi-class setting.
These are capable of handling large dimensionality data. They support both discrete
and continuous variables and allow missing data.

RandomForest and XGBoost are both ensemble learning methods and can
be used for both classification and regression. Basically, during prediction they
combine several decision trees. XGBoost build decision tree one at a time. The
newly created tree is used to correct the errors made by the previous decision tree.
It is widely used for anomaly detection [15, 16], because it is capable to deal with
extremely imbalanced datasets. XGBoost is based around boosted trees which are
derived by optimizing an objective function. Thus, it can solve almost all objective
functions that we can write a gradient out. It can even tackle things like ranking
and poisson regression which is difficult in ta case of RandomForest. The downside
of XGBoost is that it is sensitive to overfitting in the case of noisy data. Because
of the sequential training of trees training also takes longer than most methods.
RandomForest, in contrast to XGBoost trains trees independently, using a random
sample of the data (as its name implies). This randomness makes the resulting
models more robust thus it is less likely to overfit during training. It is used on high
dimensionality data with strongly correlated features . It is also well suited for noisy
data. Module tuning is also easier then for XGBoost, the latter having two main
parameters (number of features, and number of decision trees) when compared to
the former having three (number of trees, depth of trees and learning rate).

Both of these methods are used in conjunction with some form of hyper-
parameter optimization techniques. One of the most used methods of doing this
is with Bayesian optimization3. It creates a posterior distribution for the objective
function and calculates the uncertainty in that distribution using Gaussian process

3http://hyperopt.github.io/hyperopt/
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regression [17]. It is designed for black-box derivative-free global optimization. It
is much more efficient than Random or Grid search methods.

2.2.2 Deep Learning with Unstructured Data

Deep Learning based techniques for anomaly and event detection are ever more
common in the scientific literature. These methods are used similar to supervised and
unsupervised methods described above however, they have several characteristics
which make them well suited for our needs. First, these models almost entirely
eliminate the need for feature engineering. The algorithms scan the date to identify
features which correlate and then combine them in order to increase learning and
accuracy. Furthermore, deep learning methods can be created on unstructured and
the lack of labeled data. Which in the field of anomaly and event detection is a
extremely helpful. Deep learning methods are also able to outperform traditional
methods on large datasets while at the same time generally yielding better results.
Of course there are several drawbacks such as the fact that these models are black
boxes and can be difficult to train and usually require high end infrastructure.

One Deep learning methods which is of particular interest for us is the so called
Long Short - Term Memory (LSTM) [18]. It is a type of recurrent neural network
which is capable of persisting information and use it latter in the network topology.
It is also capable to ingest multivariate features. Auto-encoder networks learn an
identity function. The input data is used to create a compressed representation of
the most relevant features which it then tries to reconstruct. In anomaly detection
a model is trained on normal data and determine the reconstruction error. If an
abnormal data point is encountered and the network tries to reconstruct it the
reconstruction error will be much higher.

There are other classification based Deep learning methods which are used for
anomaly detection which behave the same way as normal neural network when it
comes to data input and output however thet still posses convolutional layers [19].
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Chapter 3

ASPIDE Monitoring Platform

In this chapter we shortly describe the recent improvements of the ASPIDE mon-
itoring and analytic system, initially described in Deliverable 3.2, which will be
fully described in Deliverable 3.5. We therefore present an updated architecture
of the ASPIDE monitoring system, including the recently developed tools. More
concretely, we provide details on the extended tool for monitoring agents assign-
ment, and we introduce the initial architecture of the data pre-processing and event
detection tool.

The ASPIDE monitoring system exposes and associates a vast set of collected
metrics with a main goal to expose potential application bottlenecks, which execute
in Exascale systems. The key insight behind such an approach is that the source of
a bottleneck in a data-intensive applications is often not place where it is detected
(i.e. where the data is processed with a high communication or thrashing overhead),
but where it is allocated. The conceptual monitoring system depicted on Figure 3.1
consists of four components:

1. Monitoring Agents Assignment Tool (M3AT), focused on identifying optimal
assignment of the monitoring agents and selection of aggregation points for
gathering of the monitoring data;

2. Aggregation, data pre-processing and event detection component (AEDC)
provides monitoring data aggregation from the agents and detects possible
events. This component is decentralized and runs an instance on every
aggregation node;

3. Main analysis component (AC) is centralized and provides a set of analytic
tools, including smart monitoring of application performance and bottlenecks
detection;

4. Application Programming Interface (API), which enables access to the ser-
vices provided by the monitoring platform.

The conceptual ASPIDE monitoring architecture is divided into two distinc-
tive tiers in relation to the operations that are performed over the monitoring data.
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual monitoring system architecture.

The first monitoring tier encloses the management of the monitoring agents and
the monitoring data aggregation points, and the data filtering and pre-processing.
Through this tier the monitoring agents can be configured to measure a given set of
application- and cluster-related attributes, such as CPU and memory load. Besides
it enables configuration of the interaction between the agents and the aggregation
points, where the data is pre-processed. The data pre-processor reduces the dimen-
sionality (number of attributes) of the monitoring data in order to provide to the
layers above the attributes where significant changes have been detected. After-
wards, data filtering is conducted, to further reduce the data size, thus improving the
scalability of the monitoring system and reduces the traffic over the network.

Thereafter, the services from the first tier are used by the second tier, which
encompasses the on-line and off-line data analysis systems, that perform detection
of events and provide visualisation of the system performance to the stakeholders,
i.e. cluster managers.
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Chapter 4

M3AT - Monitoring Agents
Assignment Tool for Exascale
Data Gathering

4.1 Updated M3AT Architecture Design

M3AT, depicted on Figure 4.1, performs time-optimal assignment of monitoring
agents and aggregation points. Beyond metric acquisition, it targets efficient mon-
itoring through advanced modeling to understand the inter-relationships between
applications, essential for online optimization and auto-tuning. M3AT revolves
around an optimisation and assignment module, which applies a discrete optimisa-
tion formalism (described in Section 4.1.1) to optimally assign monitoring agents
and data aggregation points. Through an external API, M3AT receives from the
runtime and I/O management systems information about the application spawn map
and monitored metrics, including data volume, bandwidth requirements, and system
topology. Thereafter, the ILP module searches for an assignment of monitoring
agents and aggregators that meets the strict latency requirements. Lastly, the mon-
itoring system receives the assignment solution for dynamic configuration of the
agents.

4.1.1 Monitoring agent assignment for efficient data gathering

The M3AT model aims to identify an optimal assignment [20] of monitoring agents
(see Figure 4.2) and aggregation points, where the monitoring data needs to be
pre-processed for further analysis. Initially, the monitoring agents are selected from
the partitions, subject to a given application. Thereafter, we assign to the monitoring
agents a subset of the required aggregators guaranteeing a low response time and a
fixed amount of monitoring traffic within the given upper limits.

The assignment algorithms can vary in complexity, but the problem is generally
proven to be NP-complete [21, 22], especially if we directly consider traffic limi-
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Figure 4.1: M3AT architecture design.

tations in the model and non-symmetrical matching on the bipartite graph. Thus,
the problem needs to be decomposed on the architectural level in independent
hierarchical pieces in a divide-and-conquer fashion. The reason for this architec-
tural pattern is the nature of large-scale optimization problems, known to be very
resource-demanding in both cases of pure or mixed ILP [23].

Figure 4.2: Graph model of data flows in the monitoring system.

Currently, the M3AT model covers an optimal one-stage assignment approach
guaranteed to yield nearly-optimal solutions to the static model under a set of
limiting assumptions. The algorithm captures communication costs of the agents as
the edge weights in an assignment graph. A weighted sum of minimum response
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Table 4.1: Mathematical model parameters and their description.

Symbol Description

AG Set of monitoring data aggregators

MA Set of monitoring agents

D̃ Delay matrix for each channel (i, j)

DLij Static delay over the channel (i, j)

a Number of monitoring agents

m Number of aggregators

nhij Number of Hops over the channel (i, j)

V Dj Data volume to transmit for the given MAj

SRj Sampling rate of MAj

Tj Measurement interval of MAj

wij Bandwidth of the channel (i, j)

xij Binary variable, indicates that MAj is assigned to AGi

Ci Bandwidth usage limiting factor for the given MAi

times in this graph then yields the optimal assignment. More precisely, we defined
an objective function to minimize the time to perform the I/O operations and find an
efficient monitoring agents and aggregators assignment for the monitoring system.
The applicability of our model is limited by the following assumptions:

• The a-priori information about the running application is already present, and
delivered by the runtime system;

• The number and location of monitoring and aggregating agents is done by
runtime and data management systems;

• The relevant application performance metrics have already been selected and
considered as the data volume, accumulated within the given push interval;

• The optimal control criteria (objective function) with the set of constraints is
not changing during the solving procedure of the optimization problem.

4.1.2 Formal assignment model

Considering these requirements, we present a formal model and a set of essential
definitions, summarized in Table 4.1. The problem inspected in this model comprises
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a set of the monitoring agents MA and aggregators AG:

MA = {MAj | 1 ≤ j ≤ a} ; (4.1)

AG = {AGi | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} , (4.2)

where a and m are the model limitations for the both classes of agents to be
executed on the underlying partitions. The product of these two sets forms subset
of communication channels used by the monitoring system to transfer the sampled
data.

Every monitored application comprises a number of such channels that allow
communication between each MAj and AGi with the delay properties, described
by the matrix:

D̃ =


MA1 ··· MAj

AG1 c1,1 · · · c1,j
...

...
. . .

...

AGi ci,1 · · · ci,j

 (4.3)

cij =

static delay︷ ︸︸ ︷
DLij +

data-dependent delay︷ ︸︸ ︷
V Dj(SRj , Tj)

wij
(4.4)

The term DLij is the static connection-estimation delay, modelled as a function of
number of hops nhij for pure networking delays, or as a function-based on delay
distribution of the given I/O management system for the complex multi-layered
architectures. The optimal completion time of the monitoring data transfer can then
be formulated as the GAP [20] by introducing per-aggregator capacities:

a∑
j=1

wi,j · xij ≤ Ci ∀i ∈ AG. (4.5)

The objective is to minimize the sum of all possible completion times of data
transfers for every MAj to AGi:

minimize
xij

m∑
i=1

a∑
j=1

cij · xij ,

subject to:
a∑
j=1

wi,j · xij ≤ Ci ∀i ∈ AG

m∑
i=1

xij = 1 ∀j ∈MA

xij ∈ {0, 1} ⊂ Z
wij ∈ (0, 1] ⊂ Q
cij ∈ Q,

(4.6)
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where xij ∈ 0, 1 indicates the assignment of MAj to AGi. The first constraint
is defined for every AGi and represents a knapsack-type bandwidth limitation
wi,j defined for each possible assignment xij . Practically speaking, it models
the situation when the several monitoring agents are capable to transmit the data
at the given rates, but the aggregator MAj can only support the total inflow not
exceeding the given policy-based limit Ci. The second constraint indicates that
every monitoring agent MAj must be assigned to any aggregation point and it
impossible to have the unassigned MAj within the given problem. The problem
with this formulation is NP-hard [24], due to posing strict policy-based allocation
limits.

4.1.3 Generalized Assignment Problem (GAP)

We observe that the problem can be reduced to the GAP, which has a huge im-
portance in the operational research sciences. Practically, it has many real-life
use-case scenarios [25] due to discrete nature of the decision in many controlled
processes. Exact algorithms for GAP prove to be efficient only for problems [26]
of a few hundred variables [24, 27]. The survey [28], for example contains the
review of classic approaches to solve this problem, including method of Lagrangean
relaxations. Where, at first, the presolving stage occurs to reduce the possible search
space, then Branch-and-Cut [29] procedure with several so-called primal heuristics
are applied to move in the solution tree of the search space towards the optimum.
For the large-scale optimization problems Danzig-Wolfe and Benders’ [23, 29]
decomposition methods with meta-heuristic strategies received a great degree of
applicability [20], including simulated annealing and tabu search [26], variable
depth search, ant colony and evolutionary algorithms.

4.1.4 Discussion on the possible simplification

The most satisfying simplification of this problem is formulating it as a linear
assignment problem [20]:

minimize
xij

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

cij · xij ,

subject to:
n∑
j=1

xij = 1 ∀i ∈ AG

n∑
i=1

xij = 1 ∀j ∈MA

xij ∈ {0, 1} ⊂ Z
cij ∈ Q.

(4.7)

This approach is known to have P-complexity [20] and can be solved by the
Hunagrian algorithm [30], however it does not explicitly include traffic limitations
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expressed by Eq. 4.5. Moreover, it requires the number of monitoring agents a
be equal to aggregation points m, which might not be feasible in practice, espe-
cially with a direct formulation of the problem. However, it is still applicable in
opportunistic fashion by introducing, for example, monitoring agents clustering
with subsequent cluster to aggregation point assignment. There are currently several
approaches to solve this problem presented in [20, 30, 31]. For the current study,
we have decided to proceed with formulation of the problem given by Eq. 4.6, by
keeping the complexity, but compensate it by applying state-of-the-art techniques in
the field of discrete optimization.
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Chapter 5

EADC - Monitoring Data
Pre-processing and Predictive
Analysis

The Monitoring Data Pre-processing and Predictive Analysis (EADC) tool is com-
posed of two distinctive components:

• Monitoring Data Pre-processing (DP) covering the data pre-processing steps,
including filtering and cleaning,

• Event Detection Engine (EDE) covering the predictive analysis and the detec-
tion of the events

In what follows we provide full description of the components, including experi-
mental evaluation.

5.1 Monitoring Data Pre-processing Tool

This section describes the pre-processing of the ASPIDE monitoring data. The DP
pre-processing component, which is utilized by the event detection engine is in
charge of taking raw data from the monitoring and apply several transformations on
the incoming data. It handles data formatting (i.e. one-hot encoding), analysis (i.e.
statistical information), splitter (i.e. splitting the data into training and validation
sets) and finally augmentation (i.e. oversampling and undersampling). As an
example the analysis and splitter are responsible for creating stratified shuffle
split for K-fold cross validation for training while the augmentation step might
involve under or oversampling techniques such as ADASYN or SMOTE [32].
This component is also responsible for any feature engineering of the incoming
monitoring data. For a more detailed description, please refer Deliverable D3.2.

We considered the data gathered from M3AT monitoring tool. The data was
collected via a newly implemented source connector inside EDE as seen in figure
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5.1. This connector is designed to provide an interface with the monitoring REST
API. The data is specified via a JSON query. In this situation, we queried the entirety
of available monitoring data. This is often the first step when dealing with predictive
analysis. Once all metrics have been received for all available nodes, we transformed
them into pandas1 dataframes. As there might be some difference in timestamps and
when a metric is collected for one node then merging of other available dataframes
is quite challenging task. In order to solve this problem, EDE was used which first
creates the mean of all collected metrics. After collecting the metrics, we rounded
off the resulting numbers in such a way that the user defined threshold was not
surpassed. As an example, we set the metric polling period to one second. In this
case, the variance was well under 0.1 seconds between all measurements by first
applying a mean and then rounding up the resulting values, we obtained a correct
merging point for all metrics. It should be noted that for polling periods of upto
1 second, this is a feasible approach but for more fain grained settings, this might
not hold. Furthermore, this step is only necessary if we wish to create a predictive
model that analyses data from all nodes. If we wish to create models for one node
only (or on a per node basis), this formatting step is not necessary.

Using the resulting dataframe, we analysed the monitoring data and identified a
list of monitoring requirements. Raw monitoring data consists of X*Y dimension
dataset of K nodes where X is number of instances recorded and Y is the number
of data attributes for which the data was collected. The data was recorded through
executing K distinct nodes in parallel. One attribute Time was the same for all
nodes which was used to keep the value of different time stamps while rest of the
attributes were distinct for each node. Thus we see that each node generated 188
attribute data values for 3600 different time instances. Furthermore, methodologies
for dimensionality reduction of Exascale data were explored for the purposes of
near real-time analysis, therefore reducing the computational and ultimately energy
requirements. This in reduction comes into play during training of predictive models.
There existing methods of estimating the energy consumption based on the values
of performance counters were also be investigated. For data pre-processing, we
applied both data cleaning and transformation.

5.1.1 Data Cleaning

Data cleaning is the process of detecting and correcting inaccurate data from the
data set. It refers to identify incomplete, incorrect, inaccurate or irrelevant parts of
the data and then replacing, modifying, or deleting the dirty or coarse data. The
raw data can have many irrelevant and missing parts. To handle this part, data
cleaning is done by the DP component. Loading the data, exploring the data and
features extraction are the processes for data cleaning (or data cleansing). When the
initial dataframe was created data cleaning was carried out by looking for missing
or corrupted data points. Once these where identified we can specify in EDE what

1https://pandas.pydata.org/
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we want to do with them. We can delete the entire event (i.e. row in a dataframe),
we can specify a default value to these instances (i.e. 0 or NaN) or we can create
an approximation. In the above situation there were no missing values except for
trailing ones, at the end of the monitoring period. In this situation these events
where discarded. The data was than analysed for noisy data.

Absolute values are highly transient, so the main features were extracted. Other
simple features like minimum, maximum, variance, mode, standard deviation and
median for each attribute were tried, but mean and standard deviation produced
better results in terms of finding the variation in attribute values. Different 188
attributes were generated for each node from the dataset which was gathered through
M3AT tool.

5.1.2 Data Transformation

After cleansing, the DP component removes the redundant data. All those attributes
which produced same data at difference time instances and had zero standard
deviation, were removed and discarded from the dataset. After discarding such
redundant attributes, we got only 36 attributes as relevant attributes. Next, we
pre-processed these 36 attributes to identify such attributes for which the variation
in value(s) were nil. This means that, the standard deviation of attributes for a
particular node (or group of nodes) was zero by considering all given instances. We
extracted such attributes and listed them as secondary level of relevance. We found
8 such attributes with secondary relevance. These attributes and their description as
shown in table 5.3 and table 5.4. The remaining attributes from leftover dataset
were the attributes which provided meaningful information for the monitoring data
model. These attributes are identified as primary relevance attributes. We refined
the dataset and included two attributes i.e node_Id and time as identity attributes.
These identity attributes were added as primary attributes in the dataset to identify
the information of various time instances of each instinct node. Identity attributes
and primary relevance attributes along with their description are shown in table 5.1
and table 5.2.

5.2 Event Detection Engine

It is not enough to create a system where the monitoring data can be reliably stored
and queried. In order for the monitoring data to have real value we have to analyse
it and extract additional data and insights. The general architecture presented in
Deliverable D3.2 and [33] is used for just such analysis tasks.

The event detection sub system will handle the processing of raw monitoring
data in order to identify events and anomalies during application execution. The
event processing and detection components architecture (called EDE) is described
in full in [34].

Figure 5.1 show how EDE is integrated into the exascale monitoring. It collects
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Figure 5.1: ASPIDE Event detection
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historical data from the monitoring which it then applies pre-processing and format-
ting tasks to, so that it can be finally uses to train predictive models. The events and
anomalies detected are then fed back into the decision support system to use it in
fine tuning.

The question at this point is what are the events or anomalies and what metrics
are required? This is a key issue which to the best of our knowledge has no
clear response at this time. What can be inferred is that there are two types of
methods which can be used in this scenario; supervised and unsupervised. Arguably
the easiest one to use are the unsupervised methods where we work under the
assumption that normal events are grouped together in relatively dense clusters
while anomalies are sparse. The major downside of these methods is that even if we
successfully detect an event we can’t always clearly identify what type of the event
or anomaly is nor can we easily analyze the root cause.

In the case of supervised methods root cause analysis is made simpler. However,
contextual anomalies root cause analysis is still difficult. By contextual anomalies
we mean those anomalies for which each metric taken by itself is not anomalous
but in a particular context the event can be. The context is given by the metrics
collected at a given time.

Defining context (in other words creating labeled training data) is a quite dif-
ficult to do, and usually requires human intervention. There are semi automated
methods of doing this (injecting anomalies via predefined rules) do exist however
this synthetic data is of limited practical use.

When dealing with contextual anomalies, especially with sequential anomalies,
there is a strong temporal link between metrics. Because of this windowing of data
is an important factor. For example if we want to detect sequential anomalies we
have to first define the time window in which sequences may actually appear. These
types of anomalies are not normally used for performance evaluation but rather
intrusion detection and security related fields. In the case of Exascale systems, as
with other distributed systems, the DAG representing the processing steps will for
most use cases have some form of dependency. In this scenario one processing step
could be waiting for another to complete or it could access a shared resource which
was note updated by another resource. These scenarios can’t be detected without
additional data preparation considerations.

There are some available data sets designed for use in event and anomaly
detection in the case of HPC 2 and Cloud computing 3, however they are few and
far between. This can be traced back to the lack of access to the underlying system
and the lack of interest by infrastructure providers to make their monitoring data
publicly available.

In order to define events and anomalies for Exascale systems we need to have
input form the types of use cases which require these types of systems. Without this
it is difficult to gauge is the events and anomalies which are of interest in the case

2https://zenodo.org/record/3251873#.Xepax-hKiCg
3https://zenodo.org/record/2553224#.XepbI-hKiCg
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of current production HPC and Cloud/Big Data based system can be mapped on
Exascale.

5.2.1 Algorithms and evaluation functions

What type of algorithms we used for event and anomaly detection is heavily influ-
enced by the type of data available. When we have training data we need to take
into consideration that anomalous events are rare. They can represent well over
1% of the total amount of data. If we would use standard classification methods
such as SVM or Random Forest they will most likely classify most data points as
normal while not detecting any anomalous events, sometimes reaching close to
100% accuracy without detecting any anomalies.

This class imbalance problem is quite a difficult one to solve. We can use
over or under sampling techniques such as SMOTE and ADASYN [32, 35]. Other
techniques involve ensemble building of various models trained on resampling of
the original data. Both of these methods create new datasets for training. The
resulting models will be used for prediction, the final prediction will be an ensemble
of all of the aforementioned models. Ensembling can take many forms such as
average, maximum, minimum, Voting Classifier etc. In practice this approach yields
very good results [36, 37]. It is important to note that if we have auto-correlation
between data points a simple classifier will not yield good results. In this situation
we need to employ time series classification techniques or Recurrent neural network
where past input are taken into greater account by the algorithms.

The likeliest scenario is that there will not be any labeled data to use to train
supervised predictive models for event and anomaly detection. In these scenarios
we can use unsupervised and semi-supervised methods. Usually these methods need
to be tested in the field as validation is not possible in the normal sense of the word.
In the case of point anomalies where only one feature is checked for anomalies we
can easily use thresholds, histograms and percentiles.

In the case of complex and collective anomalies and events we also distinguish
between univariate and multivariate outliers and events. In the case of univariate data
we are still focusing on only one feature however, we check for the order in which
these metric are received. For example metrics such as CPU or memory which
spike in strange order (after processing has finished) might indicate an anomaly
even if the values themselves are within the normal threshold for that particular
metric. One method for detecting these types of events is to use residues, meaning
that values that are not explained by a model are anomalies. Usually, we train a
model to detect the next value an apply a percentile on the error (both predicted and
actual value). Hidden Markov chains can be used to indicate the probability of a
sequence of events taking place.

In the case of multivariate data we have several features which describe the
context of an event or anomaly. These can be order or unordered. In the unordered
scenario multiple reading might not have a particular order or sequential pattern. In
these scenarios clustering and nearest neighbour techniques are usually used. In the
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case of ordered multivariate collective outliers not only the values are important but
also the order in which they are measured. Markov chains combined with clustering
is usually the preferred method when dealing with this scenario [38]. The first step
is to cluster the data and use the clusters as states in a Markov Chain. Clustering
models common value combinations while the Markov Chain models their order.

5.2.2 Evaluation approaches for predictive analysis

When dealing with imbalanced dataset evaluating the predictive performance of
any model is significantly different from most classification or regression scenarios.
Ideally we want to create a predictive model that is capable of identifying all events
and anomalies. In practice, however usually we have to deal with a compromise of
limiting false positives and maximizing true positive anomalies. One very useful
statistical tool is the so called confusion matrix (sometimes refer to as error matrix).
It allows the visualization of model performance. As its name implies it is widely
used for 2 class classification problems. Usually it indicates the total number of
events identified as; true positive (tp), true negative (tn), false positive (fp) and false
negative (fn).

There are a wide variety of statistical metrics which are derived from these basic
confusion metrics values. For example precision and recall are defined as follows:

Precision =
tp

tp+ fp
Recall =

tp

tp+ fn
(5.1)

Precision indicates how a model identifies only anomalies. We can consider
precision a percentage of correctly identified anomalies, lower alerting. Recall
indicates how a model identified all anomalies, accurate alerting. The PR curve is
used to indicate the trade of between these two metrics based on a certain parametric
threshold. We can check the performance of our models and fine tune which metric
is most important to a given use case.

Using the above metrics we can define overall prediction accuracy of a model
as follows:

Accuracy =
tp+ tn

tp+ tn+ fp+ fn
(5.2)

In the case of imbalanced data the accuracy metric is not recommended. Other
variants such as balanced accuracy which normalizes true positive and negative
predictions by the number of positive and negative samples and divide their sum
into two:

BallancedAccurracy =

tp
tp+fn + tn

tn+fn

2
(5.3)

The harmonic mean between precision and recall is also sometimes used, called
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F1 score which is defined as follows:

F1 = 2 ∗ Precision ∗Recall
Precision+Recall

(5.4)

In this case both recall and precision have equal weight. This can be undesirable
in some circumstances. For these situations we can use the generalized Fβ measure
instead defined as:

Fβ = (1 + β2) ∗ Precision ∗Recall
β2 ∗ Precision+Recall

(5.5)

The value of β influences the importance of recall and precision. For example if
β is 2 it favors precision while if it is 0.5 it favours recall.

ROC Curve or receiver operating characteristic is sometimes used in anomaly
detection, specifically for binary classification problems. It is represented by a plot
of true positive (Recall) and false positive rate. The latter being defined as:

FalsePositiveRate =
fp

fn+ tn
(5.6)

If X is a score for a prediction instance and T is a threshold we can define an
instance as positive if X > T . X follows a probability density f1(x) for positive
and f0(x) otherwise. Thus the true positive rate or Recall is given by:

Recall(T ) =

∫ ∞
T

f1(x)dx (5.7)

And the false positive rate or fall-out is given by:

Fallout(T ) =

∫ ∞
T

f0(x)dx (5.8)

The ROC curve is parametrically plotted between these two values with T as
a variable. The area under the resulting curve (or AUC for short) represents the
probability that a classifier will rank a randomly chosen positive instance higher
than a randomly chosen negative one. The AUC is given by:

AUC =

∫ 1

X=0
Recall(Fallout−1(x))dx (5.9)

AUC tends to be dominated by the false positive rate. Because in anomaly
detection you are dealing with extremely imbalanced data. This means that it is
possible that the events you are interested in are in the left hand side of the AUC
curve which has the smaller area, meaning that we can easily introduce a bias. The
precision recall curve on the other hand focuses on TP which in the case of anomaly
detection would be the minority class.
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Cohen’s kappa coefficient [39] is used to measure the agreement between two
predictions each classifying n numbers into x distinct categories. We can define the
kappa measurement as:

κ =
po − pe
1− pe

= 1− 1− po
1− pe

(5.10)

Where po is the relative observed agreement (accuracy) and pe is the hypothet-
ical probability of chance agreement, the observed data is used to calculate the
probabilities of each observer randomly seeing each category:

pe =
1

N2

∑
k

nk1nk2 (5.11)

If both values are in agreement (i.e. ground truth and predictions) κ = 1. If
there is no agreement then κ = 0. It is also possible for κ to be negative. In this
scenario we say that the predictions are worse than random chance.

This behaviour is also present for Matthews correlation coefficient (or MCC)
[40]. In the case of MCC if the value is 1 there is perfect agreement, -1 total
disagreement and 0 is random chance. MCC is used for gauging the quality of
binary classification problems. It is regarded as a balanced measure thus being
usable for imbalanced data. It can be easily computed using the values from a
confusion matrix:

MCC =
tp ∗ tn− fp ∗ fn√

(tp+ fp)(tp+ fn)(tn+ fn)(tn+ fn)
(5.12)

In the case of unbalanced data sets in some situations worse classifiers may have
a higher kappa coefficient.
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Table 5.1: Primary attributes of pre-processed data

Sr. No. Attribute Attribute_type

1 node_ID Identity

2 time Identity

3 node_entropy_available_bits Gauge

4 node_filefd_allocated Gauge

5 node_filesystem_avail_bytes Performance

6 node_filesystem_free_bytes Performance

7 node_forks_total Performance

8 node_intr_total Performance

9 node_load1 Performance

10 node_load15 Performance

11 node_load5 Performance

12 node_memory_Buffers_bytes Performance

13 node_memory_Dirty_bytes Performance

14 node_memory_MemAvailable_bytes Performance

15 node_memory_MemFree_bytes Performance

16 node_memory_SReclaimable_bytes Performance

17 node_memory_SUnreclaim_bytes Performance

18 node_memory_Slab_bytes Performance

19 node_netstat_IpExt_InOctets. Performance

20 node_netstat_IpExt_OutOctets Performance

21 node_netstat_Tcp Performance

22 node_netstat_Tcp_OutSegs Performance

23 node_netstat_Tcp_RetransSegs Performance

24 node_procs_running Performance

25 node_scrape_collector_duration_seconds Performance

26 node_time_seconds Performance

27 node_vmstat_pgfault Performance

28 node_vmstat_pgpgout Performance
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Table 5.2: Description of primary attributes

Sr. No. Attribute Description

1 Unique node identifier

2 Time metrics where collected

3 Bits of available entropy available to the node

4 File descriptor statistic

5 Number of bytes available

6 Number of bytes free

7 Total number of forks

8 Total number of interrupts serviced

9 Load average 1 min

10 Load average 15 min

11 Load average 5 min

12 Memory information field buffers bytes

13 Memory information field dirty bytes

14 Memory information field available bytes

15 Memory information field free bytes

16 Memory reclaimed bytes

17 Memory unclaimed bytes

18 Memory slab bytes

19 Number of packets sent via IP (Input, single and multicast)

20 Number of packets sent via IP (Input, single and multicast)

21 Number of packets received by the TCP layer (including errors and invalid headers)

22 Number of packets sent by the TCP layer (including OutSeg packets)

23 Number of packets sent by the TCP layer (including retransmited packets)

24 Number of processes in Running state

25 Prometheus node exporter collection duration

26 System time

27 Page faults

28 Number of KB the system has paged out to disk per second
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Table 5.3: Secondary attributes of pre-processed data

Sr. No. Attribute Attribute_type

1 node_memory_Active_anon_bytes Performance

2 node_memory_Active_bytes Performance

3 node_memory_Active_file_bytes Performance

4 node_memory_AnonPages_bytes Performance

5 node_memory_Cached_bytes Performance

6 node_memory_KernelStack Performance

7 node_memory_Mapped_bytes Performance

8 node_memory_PageTables_bytes Performance

Table 5.4: Description of secondary attributes

Sr. No. Attribute Description

1 Anonymous and swap cache on active least-recent-used list.

(Active is the total of active anon and active file)

2 A page cache optimized access to files

3 Total active files

4 Total anon page bytes

5 Total cached

6 Kernel stack bytes

7 Total mapped bytes

8 Total page table bytes
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Chapter 6

Evaluation

6.1 Experimental evaluation of the M3AT - Monitoring
Agents Assignment Tool for Exascale Data Gathering

In this section, we evaluate the M3AT monitoring assignment model based on a
synthetic benchmark data set.

6.1.1 Experimental setup

We implemented the model in C/C++ by using the SCIP Optimization Suite [41] with
SCIP 6.0.2 with default1 configuration and SoPlex 4.0.2 LP solver. We implemented
the assignment model as a stand-alone service with a command-line interface that
enables straightforward use of its functionalities (see Figure 4.1). We compiled
the source files for the model and SCIP using gcc version 4.8.5 20150623 (Red
Hat 4.8.5-36) and handled the experimental data using the BASH 4.2.46(2)-release
and MariaDB 5.5.64. We performed the experiments on a dedicated dual-socket
node Intel Xeon CPU E5620 at 2.4GHz with 16GB of memory, running CentOS 7
(3.10).

6.1.2 Data Generation Policy

We tested the model on a set of 50 assignments problems, sampled with a uniform
distribution2 using variable random seeds ranging form 100 to 150, generated by
the MT19937 generator [42] of the GNU Scientific Library 2.0.1 [43, 44].

We identified the constants for the uniform distribution based on the use-case
ecosystem requirements. In particular, Equations 6.1 and 6.2 model the situation
with relatively low connection estimation latency (static delays) and high variation

1https://scip.zib.de/doc-6.0.2/html/PARAMETERS.php
2https://www.gnu.org/software/gsl/doc/html/randist.html
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in the data-dependent transmission latency:

wij = U(0.01, 1); (6.1)

cij =

static delay︷ ︸︸ ︷
U(0.01, 5)+

data-dependent delay︷ ︸︸ ︷
U(0.10, 1)

wij
. (6.2)

We therefore created three complexity classes of the limitation policies A†, B†, C†

in relation to the works in [24, 45, 46]:

Class A† : Ci =


0.6 · nm + 0.4·

· max
∀i∈AG

∑a
j=1wi,j , U(0.00, 1) ≥ 0.5;

Eq. 6.4, otherwise;

(6.3)

Class B† : Ci = m−1 ·
a∑
j=1

wij ; (6.4)

Class C† : Ci = 0.8 ·m−1 ·
a∑
j=1

wij . (6.5)

Each class provides possible I/O limitation scenarios imposed to the given
aggregators set. The equations 6.3 – 6.5 model the real situations that occur in
the practice. For example, complexity classes B† and C† model an environment
with bandwidth saturation within a given HPC cluster partition by setting limitation
policies inversely proportional to the current number of aggregators and possible
amount of traffic in circulation. The complexity class A† is also derived from the
application use-cases and allows probabilistic variability in the bandwidth saturation
for a given aggregator.

6.1.3 Experimental results

We first evaluate the behaviour of M3AT for different A†, B† and C† data classes
and present the results in Table 6.1. We use the default SCIP configuration with
10% relative gap. For this scenario, we fix the number of aggregators to m = 20
based on the requirements identified in the use-cases ecosystems analysis. We
gradually increase the number of agents in the range of a ∈ [20, 200] by varying the
asymmetry factor ρ = a

m , scaled to the order of 10. The reason for this experimental
direction is that data aggregation systems typically demonstrate high asymmetry [47]
in relation to the number of monitoring agents per aggregator, and is a matter of
practical interest to reveal the behaviour of the model in this case.

For A-class problems, SCIP demonstrates a very fast convergence rate, requiring
100ms on average for several hundreds of LP iterations and a negligibly small
number of cuts. The memory consumption is around 6MB on average. At maximum
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it takes 224ms for m = 20 and a = 200 with very close 0% exit relative GAP
(RGAP), a solver-specific parameter that restricts the optimality degree of the
obtained solutions3. The B†- and C†-class problems exhibit different behaviour,
since they introduce constraint generation based fully on the number of aggregators.
For example, it could take more than 100 s for m = 20 and a = 180 to reach the
optimum with 0% RGAP, while requiring several thousand LP iterations and cuts.
Generally within the 10% RGAP limit, the execution time of the solver does not
require more than 10 s for B- and C-class problems of 200× 20 monitoring agents
and aggregators, by consuming 20−50MB of the RAM.

Figure 6.1: Execution time of SCIP solver with default configuration and 10%
relative gap for different combinations of monitoring agents and aggregators.

It is worth mentioning that the C†-class problems demonstrate large initial
RGAP of approximately 365% and leap-convergence dynamics in the 2−3 s range
to approximately 2%. The best strategy for handling these policies is relaxing
the RGAP limit to 10− 25% to keep the computation within reasonable limits by
sacrificing the optimality. Although this precision is not required by this problem,
the primary objective was to provide a nearly optimal solutions, while satisfying the
required time limits. The execution time includes all phases except LP preparation
phase, as it does not dominate over the SCIP execution time on the smaller scales,
staying around 15−20ms for the entire data range. The LP preparation timings
average around 14ms for the whole possible combinations of monitoring agents
and aggregators.

During the first phase of the experiment, we identified specific solution dynamics
for the complexity class B†, which can lead to scalability issues. We decided to
explore the runtime complexity for searching the entire space of m and a for the
classB† to better explore the limited scalability of the solver. Figure 6.1 presents the

3https://scip.zib.de/doc-6.0.2/html/PARAMETERS.php
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Table 6.1: Experimental results for A†, B† and C† classes for m = 20 aggregators
with default SCIP configuration and 10% relative gap. Average SCIP runtime in
seconds (ART), average SoPlex LP iterations (ALI) and average SCIP cuts (ACU)
computed for a sample size of 50.

Class A† Class B† Class C†

n ART ALI ACU ART ALI ACU ART ALI ACU

40 0.056 65 2 1.537 2,364 152 1.332 2,265 138

60 0.077 101 4 1.449 4,846 250 1.747 5,758 274

80 0.090 112 2 2.524 7,166 343 2.766 7,818 361

100 0.137 163 9 3.495 8,294 389 3.690 9,076 399

120 0.146 184 5 4.250 9,076 410 4.491 10,480 425

140 0.145 194 1 4.967 10,172 421 5.100 10,996 429

160 0.170 220 2 5.412 10,258 435 5.771 11,530 431

180 0.190 239 1 5.804 10,552 424 6.556 11,969 438

200 0.224 286 3 6.402 10,868 420 6.962 12,432 419

initial results as the correlation between the runtime of the solver and the variation
of the monitoring agents a ∈ [20, 200] and the aggregators m ∈ [20, 200], with
a relative gap of 10%. In general, the model scales well with the execution time
when the number of monitoring agents and aggregators are within the domain not
containing high peaks. Practically, in case of I/O limitation policies similar to the
classB† and an asymmetry factor ρ = a

m within the high peaks area (see Figure 6.1),
one needs to relax either the limitation policies or the precision of the assignments.

6.2 Experimental Evaluation of EDE - Monitoring Data
Pre-processing and Predictive Analysis

In the previous chapter we presented the mechanisms responsible for measuring,
fetching and then storing monitoring data. Furthermore, we presented the methodol-
ogy for querying and pre-processing of monitoring data. In this section we wish to
show some of the methods we can use to detect events and anomalies. Although
we have access to a wide variety and quantity of data, at this stage we don’t have
access to labeled data which is necessary not only for supervised training but also
for the validation of unsupervised methods.

The availability of labeled data is a crucial issue for event and anomaly detection
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in most systems, more so in the case of Exascale and ASPIDE. In order to benchmark
the performance of the proposed ML algorithms we used the Antarex data set [48].
This data set was generated using scripts which mimic HPC system hardware faults.
There are a total of 6 classes of faults. The authors of the data set also trained some
ML algorithms to detect these anomalies. Because of this we decided to focus our
attention on unsupervised method performance.

The data set has broadly speaking similar features to the ones our monitoring
solution is able to collect. Thus, models trained on this data set can be used in EDE.
The first set was to load the data set and pre-process it similarly to what we already
described. Next we ran some preliminary analysis on the data. In figure 6.2 we see
the Pearson correlation.

Figure 6.2: Pearson correlation of Data set features

As is the case with many monitoring metric based data sets there is a strong
temporal and inter metric correlation. Which signals that we can expect to see
collective, complex and temporal anomalies and events. The next pre-processing
step was to filter those features which are not of interest to our model, and cannot
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be found in our monitoring solution (i.e. per core CPU frequency). After which we
encoded the labels and normalized the data.

This resulted in a data set containing over 1 million data points totaling about
1.8GB in size. We decided in utilizing only one anomaly class from the available
5 as this allowed for a more classic binary classification problem statement. Total
anomalous instances represent 5% of the total dataset. All experiments where
carried out on a workstation running an Intel Xeon hexa core processor running at
2.8 Ghz and 64 GB of DDR4 RAM.

For validation we used a Stratified shuffle split method, with a 10 fold cross
validation. Figure 6.3 shows the distribution of the resulting folds.

Figure 6.3: Data split used for 10 Fold Cross Validation

Isolation Forest was chosen as our first algorithm for testing on the data set.
In order to tune the parameters of our algorithm we used a Bayesian based hyper-
parameter optimization technique. This allowed us to optimize the performance of
our solution.

Each candidate parameter grid for Isolation Forest was subject the the 10 fold
cross validation mentioned before. The first parameter space defined yielded 108
potential parameters, thus rezulting in 1080 training instances.

Table 6.2 shows the best performing model different scores as well as the
parameters which resulted in these scores. While the accuracy precision and recall
scores are acceptable the story is quite different when it comes to the other metrics.
AUC and Balanced Accuracy show a much diminished score wile MCC and the
Kappa coefficient hint at the model performing a bit better than random chance.

Listings 6.4 and 6.5 show the classification reports for both training and testing.
We can easily deduce that our model was able to detect a large portion of the
anomalous events it also tended to identify and worse still miss some anomalous
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Metric Training Testing Best Parameter

Accuracy 0.75 0.75

bootsrap=True

contamination=0.2

max_features=35

max_sample=10

n_estimators=200

Balanced Accuracy 0.51 0.51

Kappa 0.013 0.012

MCC 0.015 0.014

AUC 0.511 0.51

Precision 0.922 0.92

Recall 0.80 0.80

Table 6.2: Initial Hyper parameter optimization experiment results

precision recall f1-score support

-1 0.09 0.22 0.12 46034
1 0.92 0.80 0.86 546286

accuracy 0.76 592320
macro avg 0.51 0.51 0.49 592320

weighted avg 0.86 0.76 0.80 592320

Figure 6.4: Classification report Training Data set
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precision recall f1-score support

-1 0.09 0.22 0.12 11561
1 0.92 0.80 0.86 136519

accuracy 0.76 148080
macro avg 0.50 0.51 0.49 148080

weighted avg 0.86 0.76 0.80 148080

Figure 6.5: Classification report Testing Data set

Figure 6.6: Best performing Model

instances. This latter two fact have drastically affected the final score of the model.
Figure 6.6 shows the mean balanced accuracy cross validation score during

training. This tells us that we should refocus our efforts in redefining the parameter
space. Models trained using the initial parameter candidates tended to have a
higher score. Thus we redefined our search space and started a second round of
experiments.

The second round we had 54 candidates resulting in a total of 540 training
instances. The results can be found in 6.3. For the sake of brevity we will not list
the classification report and line chart.

At this stage it is important to note that the testing set is treated as a holdout.
Meaning that it is never used during the creation of the predictive model or any of the
cross validation folds. Making the fact that the scores on the testing and training set
are almost identical extremely interesting. The best performing model parameters
showed us that the contamination, max feature and max sample parameters are key
for the good performance of Isolation Forest.

The next set of parameter grid candidates (24 with 240 fits) was chosen with
this in mind. One key observation is that the contamination setting although should
indicate the approximate percentage of the data points that is expected to be anoma-
lous during validation this parameter doesn’t behave as anticipated. The anomaly
percentage of the data we used is 7.77% which larger than usual for this type of
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Metric Training Testing Best Parameter

Accuracy 0.84 0.84

bootsrap=True

contamination=0.1

max_features=25

max_sample=5

n_estimators=200

Balanced Accuracy 0.50 0.50

Kappa 0.03 0.032

MCC 0.03 0.031

AUC 0.511 0.5

Precision 0.922 0.92

Recall 0.90 0.90

Table 6.3: Second Hyper parameter optimization experiment results

problem the contamination parameter performance is similar in the range [0.2, 0.02].
This would indicate that there are other anomalies in the data set besides the ones
indicated by labels. For a classification use case this is not as big of an issue as
classifiers have a greater capability to separate normal from anomalous instances.

Metric Training Testing Best Parameter

Accuracy 0.92 0.92

bootsrap=True

contamination=0.05

max_features=2

max_sample=20

n_estimators=300

Balanced Accuracy 0.71 0.70

Kappa 0.42 0.4

MCC 0.41 0.41

AUC 0.70 0.69

Precision 0.94 0.94

Recall 0.95 0.95

Table 6.4: Best Performing Isolation Forest model

We ran a total of 5 additional experimental runs, with different configuration
grids. Mainly we tried to tune the contamination and maximum features parameters.
Also we tried to reduce the feature space using PCA ranging from 3 to 10 features.
For the sake of brevity we will not list the entire experimental runs executed as
there are over 10000 individual runs. Table 6.4 shows the best performing model
performance. We can see that there is a great improvement however, we feel that
it is still insufficient. Our belief at this time is that the main issue we faced for
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these experiments was the data set used. It appears to be contaminated far more
than the available labels indicate. We strongly feel that for Exascale systems a new
benchmark data set for anomaly and event detection is sorely needed. We will work
towards creating one such data set during ASPIDE.

The experiment conducted here showed us that we are able to successfully fetch
and pre-process monitoring data, which is then used to train predictive models.
Furthermore, we have developed and tested a comprehensive reporting components
which will be completely integrated into EDE in the upcoming months. Also,
we will include several supervised and unsupervised methods and use the same
reporting mechanisms for performance tuning as we did for this deliverable.

This experiment also showed us the difficulty with working on data coming
from large monitoring solutions. The Antarex data set contains metrics from a
single processing node. Even so the quantity of data coupled with the amount of
training instances required for our experiments resulted in approximately 4 to 5
days of computation. It should be noted that running PCA drastically reduced the
execution times while at the same time maintaining predictive performance.

Our aim in the near future is to create a more autonomic and guided way of
running hyper parameter optimization tasks. To extended the currently imple-
mented execution platform to include not only hyper parameter optimization but
also pipeline optimizations based on genetic algorithms. Furthermore, a distributed
solution is already partially implemented as of writing this deliverable. Further re-
search is also required for additional supervised and unsupervised/semi-supervised
methods.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this deliverable, we provided detailed description of: (i) the model and tool for
efficient monitoring data gathering and selection of aggregation points, (ii) the tool
for data pre-processing, data filtering and dimensionality reduction, and (iii) the
engine for data analysis for events detection in monitoring data. We have performed
an in-depth evaluation of the tools and models and discussed their performance
and behaviour. The above mentioned tools, have been developed and provided
as independent modules. It is therefore planned, the developed modules to be
integrated within the exascale monitoring architecture, as one of the main activities
within T3.2.
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